© BETA STAGE
EACH STRONG POINT IS RATED FOR 1,000 LBS VERTICALLY, STRAIGHT DOWN
THESE CAN BE LOADED IN ANY COMBINATION, UP TO A MAX LOAD OF 10,000 LBS

⑤ SPEAKER CLUSTER RIGGING POINTS
EACH STRONG POINT IS RATED FOR 2,000 LBS VERTICALLY, STRAIGHT DOWN

※ ALPHA STAGE
EACH STRONG POINT IS RATED FOR 2,200 LBS VERTICALLY, STRAIGHT DOWN
THESE CAN BE LOADED IN ANY COMBINATION, UP TO A MAX LOAD OF 44,000 LBS
BRIDLE RIGGING POINTS WITH A CAPACITY OF 2,200 LBS VERTICALLY, STRAIGHT DOWN CAN BE PROVIDED AT AN ELEVATION OF 34 FEET ABOVE STAGE, HALFWAY BETWEEN STRONG POINTS ON LINES 2 THROUGH 6

★ PROSCENIUM ARCH PIPES
PROSCENIUM ARCH PIPES ARE RATED FOR A LOAD OF 30 POUNDS PER FOOT AT OFFSETS OF 8" (ALPHA AND BETA ARCHES) AND 21" (ALPHA ARCH ONLY) FROM FACE OF FRAME
USE EXISTING ATTACHMENT POINTS
ALPHA STAGE, BETA STAGE, SPEAKER CLUSTER RIGGING POINTS AND PROSCENIUM ARCHES CAN ALL BE USED CONCURRENTLY